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“...Let us run with patience the race that is set before us.” Hebrews 12:1
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2015/2016 Outlook...
C.D.C.
May 2015 - The month of May begins the second third of
2015… when things should get a lot more interesting. When
looking at 2015, I have been viewing it from a perspective of
‘thirds’ - or 4-month periods. One of the reasons has to do with
the diverse concentration of cycles - at different points during the
year. They tend to divide the year into thirds.
Another has to do with the approximate breakdown of how
a stock market transition is expected to unfold. Since late-2014,
I have repeatedly warned that this (expected) transition - from
bull to bear - would be a slowly-evolving process, full of brief (but
sometimes sharp) declines AND rallies. The first 1/3 of 2015
was projected to be the transitional phase.

As a result, that would be expected to be a lot of sideways action to begin 2015. Since September
2014, the focus has been on April 2015 when the first sign of trouble was expected to materialize - a warning sign of what was expected to follow (in May--Sept. 2015). One of the possibilities - discussed since
then - was that the weekly trends in one or more Stock Indices could turn down, during a drop into midApril. There were multiple reasons for expecting that, as well.
The two most significant were the intermediate/~90-degree cycle lows in mid-April and the ensuing
cycle highs in late-April/early-May. If weekly trends turned down in mid-April, that would project a quick, 2
--3 week reactive rally - fitting perfect with the ensuing cycle highs. At the same time, multi-year cycles
were projecting highs in European Indices for March/April 2015. All of that was expected to prepare the
markets for the ominous, late-April--late-Sept. 2015 period. By the time October 2015 rolls around, the
Indices should have experienced Culmination (late-2014), Distribution (1/3 2015) & Capitulation (2/3 2015).
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Leaders

#1

Another potential sign of trouble was seeing the
strongest Indices (those that had been strongest since
2009, 2011, 2013 and/or even since mid-Oct. 2014) finally capitulate and trigger reversals lower. There have
been a few of these Indices, in focus, which have exhibited signs of leadership leading into 2015. Perhaps the
most convincing has been - and remains - the DJTA
(Transports). More on that Index in a minute.

DJIA - Monthly
1957--1973

Another, amplified by the developing stand-off in
Europe, has been the DAX. [I have reprinted some related analysis on pages 3-4.] Since this Index has/had
been the strongest since Oct. 2014, it would likely be the
last - or among the last - to show any signs of weakness.
The greatest synergy of cycles - in the DAX - converged
in March/April 2015, projecting a top.

COPY from 2/27/15

#2

???

The extreme upside target for that peak - the yearly
LHR for 2015 - was/is just above 12,600/DAX (2013 low
~7,400--2014 high ~10,000 creates 2015 LHR at
~12,600), with a corroborating multi-year LLH objective
just below 12,000/DAX (see chart on page 4).
The DAX surged into the March/April 2015 cycle
peak and topped at 12,390 on April 10, 2015… almost
perfectly fulfilling extreme upside objectives - in time
AND price. It then, in the minimum amount of time possible, reversed its weekly trend to down as it was giving a
convincing monthly reversal lower (just missing a
monthly 2 Close Reversal lower). So, in the case of the
DAX, it was the strongest and did reverse its weekly
trend down… a kind of ‘double-whammy’ Sign of Trouble.

INSIIDE Track Report

Russell 2000 - Wkly
Jun. ‘13--Feb. ‘15
COPY from 2/27/15
2-27-15 -The similarities between the monthly DJIA
chart - for a decade-and-a-half, leading into the 1973
peak - and the weekly Russell 2000 chart, for a year-anda-half leading into 2015, are uncanny. Even a comparison of the culminating rallies reveals parallels. The DJIA
rallied for 11 months, then pulled back, and then rallied a
final 13 months. The Russell 2000 rallied for 11 weeks,
then pulled back, and has since rallied to new highs.

Will the parallels continue? IT

The DAX suffered a quick 8.5% drop in April, mimicking the 8.5% drop that the DJ Transportation Average
completed at its April 2015 low… two preliminary signs
of trouble. At the same time the DAX was exhibiting this
‘sign of trouble’, another leading Index also triggered an
ominous reversal.

#3

NEW - May ‘15

S.O.T. (Sign of Trouble) #3
Before elaborating, it is necessary to review a pair
of charts featured in the March 2015 INSIIDE Track… as
well as a small box of accompanying text that described
unique parallels between them. As stated on 2/27/15:
(Continued on page 7)
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Outlook 2015--2017
Last Man Standing
02-26-15 - The Euro continues to plummet, powerfully validating its May 2014 cycle high. However, it
has nearly reached its 12--18 month primary downside objective (~1.1000/EC), so some consolidation could
soon take hold… before the other shoe drops. That is more likely to occur in the second half of 2015.
In the meantime, it is important to take a look across the European economic landscape and see if any
additional clues can be discerned. One way to get a simple snapshot of the financial situation is to look at
the various Indices (FTSE 100 in UK, CAC-40 in France, DAX in Germany) and see what they are conveying... Whether or not any of these Indices gives an accurate assessment is a moot point. Why?...

It’s all about perception!
So, whether or not these Indices give a perfect reading of how ‘the man on the streets’ is faring, they
are viewed as the barometer of how that nation’s economy is doing.

Déjà vu
The first thing to notice is the current level of the FTSE. It looks vaguely familiar to where it was trading
5 months ago - in Sept. 2014…and where it was trading 9 months ago - in May 2014…and where it was
trading a year before then (21 months ago) - in May 2013... for all intents & purposes, the FTSE has not
managed to add to its gains for over 15 years! ...with a top that has been tested that many times, the FTSE
is far more likely to spike above that level. The primary upside target...projects a rally to (at least)
6995...There are several other wave targets, LLH projections and other price targets that align near 7300...
However, it is the cycles - and wave timing targets - that intrigue me. Since 2009, the FTSE had an
initial surge in Mar. 09--Feb. 11 (23 months), a 2nd surge in Aug. 2011--May 2013 (21 months), and is now
in its 3rd advance since June 2013...If that 3rd advance equates roughly to the other two - in time, though
not likely in price - it would peak in March--May 2015…
Well, the CAC-40 has broken out to new multi-year highs. Of course, after 6 years it has barely rebounded 2/3 (right at .618) of what it lost in 2007--2009. So, it is well below its 2007 peak… and even farther below its Sept. 2000 all-time high. March 2015 completes a 6-year low-low-(high) Cycle Progression...

Last Man Standing?
While these Indices are reflecting strength on a 1--3 month basis, there is certainly some question as to
how much strength they are reflecting on a long-term basis. Which brings us to Germany’s primary Index...the DAX has exploded since late-2011 - more than doubling since then (and tripling from its 2009 low).
Similar to the DJIA, it has fulfilled the potential for an accelerated advance during the second half of 2013
and all of 2014. The DAX has even surged over 30% from its mid-Oct. 2014 low...
And that latest surge has been while the future of the EU has been shaky at best. Since Germany is
the driving force of Europe’s economy, they would be expected to be the strongest… and would also be expected to be the last to show any signs of trouble. That is also why it would be the most concerning if/when
they did show any signs of trouble...the current EU showdown is between Germany & Greece. After all the
election hyperbole of Greece’s Tsipras, it only took one phone call from Angela Merkel to set him straight
and avoid a Euro-meltdown. Of course, they only kicked the can down the road… for 4 months.
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That means the ultimate showdown is scheduled for June 2015 - at the precise time that Gold & Silver
are expected to bottom...As for the DAX, it is important to note the convergence of Major upside time & price
objectives that come together in the first half of 2015…
Among those cycles is a ~4-year cycle that connects lows in late-1998 & early-2003 with subsequent
highs in 2Q 2007 & 2Q 2011. The next phase is an expected peak in 2Q 2015.
That is corroborated by a 6-year low-low-high Cycle Progression that connects Major lows in March
2003 & 2009 with a potential peak in March 2015. A related ~7.5-year high-high-high Cycle Progression
connects Major peaks in 1Q (March) 2000 & 3Q (July) 2007 with a potential peak in 1Q 2015...
When you add in more recent monthly & weekly cycles - the focus becomes most acute on March/April
2015… even though a peak could take hold at any time in March--June 2015...This fits within the structure of
the general scenario I see as most likely for 2015. In it, the Euro does see another decline… but not until
later in 2015. And, Gold & Silver are expected to bottom in mid-2015. And, panic selling in the Euro could
lead to a sell-off in worldwide equities and a resulting rally in Gold… particularly in late-2015...
The bottom line is that Europe - more specifically, Germany - could hold the cards for if/when another
significant economic ‘dip’ takes hold. Will they be the ’last man standing’?” [End of excerpt.]
May 2015 - DAX cycle highs were the most synergistic in March/April 2015 - with a precise, 47-month
high-high-(high) Cycle Progression connecting the June 2007 & May 2011 multi-year peaks with a potential
future peak in April 2015. The ‘Last Man Standing’ peaked on April 10, 2015 - while fulfilling its multi-year
LLH objective and nearly reaching its yearly LHR (extreme upside target for 2015) - that created a multi-year
upside target range at 11,750--12,600/DAX. Within weeks, the DAX had turned its weekly trend down as it
gave a monthly reversal lower - dropping over 8% in a few
weeks. THAT is the type of ‘sign of trouble’ that would be
expected to validate April 2015 cycles! At the very least,
47 mos Hi-Hi
47 mos Hi-Hi
this should prompt a decline into mid-June 2015.
IT

Jun ‘07-May ‘11

May ‘11-Apr ‘15

DAX - Daily
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Weekly Trend Reversal
Should Prompt 1-2 Week
Rebound/Consolidation...

LLH Objective
...‘2nd Shoe’ = Mid-May-mid-June Drop???

DAX - Monthly
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Hadik’s Cycle Progression & 32--33 Week Cycle
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Sept. 2014
COPY from Oct. ‘14

Nasdaq 100 - Weekly Chart
32--33 Week Cycle

Feb. 2014
April 2015 =
Next Phase
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32-Week Low-Low-Low-(High)
Cycle Progression -

June 2013

Sept. 15--19, 2014 Peak?

Nov. 2012

Late-April/
early-May ’15

NEW Chart - 5/01/15
Nasdaq 100 - Weekly Chart
32--33 Week Cycle

Sept. 2014

Feb. 2014

Dec. 2015 =
Next Phase
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begins to enter the topping process. (Instead of a
32--33 week low-low cycle, it became a 32--33 week
low-high advance.)

(Continued from page 2)

“Even a comparison of the culminating rallies
reveals parallels. The DJIA rallied for 11 months,
then pulled back, and then rallied a final 13
months. The Russell 2000 rallied for 11 weeks,
then pulled back, and has since rallied to new
highs. Will the parallels continue? ’

[The ensuing phase of the 32--33 week cycle
came into play in late-April 2015.]
Within 4 weeks of the previous phase (high) - in
mid-Sept. 2014 - many Indices provided another key
sign that these markets were entering a topping
process: they provided a textbook ‘4-Shadow’ signal
(see Eric Hadik’s Tech Tip Reference Library for
more detailed description).

If those parallels were to continue (as discussed in Feb. 2015), the Russell 2000 would have
rallied for 13 weeks following its latest pullback into
Jan. 2015 - paralleling the culminating DJIA 13month rally into 1973 (DJIA in 1970’s - 11-month
rally followed by culminating 13-month rally; Russell
2000 in 2014/2015 - 11-week rally followed by culminating 13-week rally??).

4-Shadow
Simply put, that involves a market experiencing
a larger correction than its previous (similar degree)
corrections. When that occurs, it is a warning signal
(a ‘foreshadowing’ or ‘4-Shadow-ing’) that the next,
similar degree advance should be the final one. In
Elliott Wave terminology, it identifies itself as a ‘4th
wave’… thus the ‘4-Shadow’ terminology.

Sure enough, the Russell 2000 rallied for exactly 13 weeks (90-degrees) from its January low
and peaked on April 15, 2015… a perfect parallel!
It immediately triggered a weekly 2 Close Reversal sell signal (on April 17, 2015) and then followed that with a convincing, outside-week/2 Close
Reversal lower on April 27--May 1, 2015… creating
a corresponding weekly 2-Step Reversal lower.

It is a blend of Gann & Elliott tools… a meeting
of the minds.
For example, since the late-2008 bottom, the
largest correction in the Nasdaq 100 (cash index)
was ~404 basis points - dropping from 2438 to 2034
in July--August 2011. Until Sept. 2014 - a near 6year span of time - 404 basis points was the greatest decline seen in the Nasdaq 100.

...Sign of Trouble #3.

32--33 Week Cycle
Corroborating this pivotal period - and culminating the first 1/3 of 2015 - a nearly-ubiquitous cycle
(and most of its multiples/divisions) also came into
play on April 27--May 8, 2015. In a way, it is like
the first third of 2015 handing the baton to the second third… when things should get more interesting.

In Sept.--Oct. 2014, that Index fell from 4118 to
3701 - a precipitous drop of 417 basis points.
That 4-Shadow signal warned of a culminating
rally that could complete the overall advance from
late-2008/early-2009. In other words, it would be a
very significant rally AND peak.

In the original (Oct. 2014) 40-Year Cycle Stock-flation 1974--2014 Report, the big focus was
on the 32--33 Week Cycle that had just projected a
peak for Sept. 15--19, 2014. The chart at the top of
page 6 is a copy of the chart included in the Oct.
2014 Report.

At the same time, that mid-Oct. 2014 low which was confirmed as a type of 4th wave low as
soon as the Indices exceeded their mid-Sept. highs is also identified as a critical level of support… once
a high has been established. It becomes the ‘4th
wave of lesser degree’ - that is also a downside target for the ensuing correction.

The extended rally - within that 32--33 week
low-low-low-high Cycle Progression - took place
between Feb. 2014--Sept. 2014 - producing the normal inversion of cycles that is expected as a market
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So, those lows become a future ‘make-orbreak’ point while also being the most likely objective. In other words, the Indices should retrace back
toward those levels but must - if a multi-year bull
market is to remain intact - not close below them.
(Conversely, a close below them would confirm a
larger-degree & more devastating decline.)

INSIIDE Track Report

other form of cycle symmetry in these markets.
And then there is the potential for cycle symmetry on a 17-Year Cycle basis. As described
since late-2014, Stock Indices have suffered successive, ~20% declines - in the middle half of the
year - on a consistent, 17-year basis. The Indices
are set up for a similar drop in 2015… another form
of symmetry within this multi-decade advance.

Symmetry
All of this is occurring as the stock market is
providing some compelling examples of symmetry
on many levels - including on a 40-Year Cycle basis
and an approximate 7-Year Cycle basis. Both have
been discussed for many months and repeatedly
emphasized. With respect to the former:

MARC Tipping Point?

Stock Indices are in the process of transitioning into a new 40-Year Cycle, having just completed
a 40-Year Cycle of Stock-flation - an inflationary
advance in equity prices from Dec. 1974 into Dec.
2014. This has been a replay - ’resembling’ what
was seen between the early-1930’s and early1970’s - a similar 40-Year advance - providing a
form of symmetry within the bull market of the past
80+ years...

That continues to be the case. However, the
second third of 2015 - May--August 2015 - is when
the declines are likely to begin overtaking the advances (in magnitude) and setting a progression of
lower lows, instead of ascending or lateral lows.

For the last ~6 months, there has been one
overriding expectation for an expected reversal in
Stock Indices. That expectation has been that it
would be a slow process - with each sell-off being
met by a nearly-equal advance… and vice-versa.

The last 6 months have been setting the stage
for this as each advance has been smaller in magnitude, with each intervening decline representing a
larger percentage retracement of that previous advance… a classic sign of distribution.

From the Great Depression DJIA low of 1932,
Stock Indices rallied for 40 years into 1972 (with an
intervening, 35+% decline 5--6 years prior to that
ultimate peak) - increasing more than 25-fold in the
process. That rally lasted into Jan. 1973 - making it
a total of 40 years & 6 months - and led to a 50%
drop unfolding over the ensuing 2-year period.

In the case of the Nasdaq 100, its Nov.--Dec.
correction gave back about 40% of the Oct./Nov.
advance. Following that, the March correction gave
back about 50% of the Jan/Feb. advance. Most
recently, the Nasdaq Composite has retraced ~75%
of its April rally. Of course, the real key will be when
this market retraces more than 100% of its preceding advance… creating descending lows.

From the Stock-flation DJIA low of 1974, Stock
Indices rallied for 40 years into 2014 (with an intervening, 35--50% decline 5--6 years before the present) - increasing more than 25-fold in the process.
In a couple Indices, that rally lasted into April 2015
- making it a total of 40 years & 4 months. Those
are two VERY similar, 40-year advances!

This process has allowed the weekly 21 MACs
to catch up with - and overtake, in many cases - the
actual price levels of these Indices. And, those
weekly 21 MACs are flattening and beginning to roll
over to the downside - another sign of transition.

As for the latter, a ~7-Year high (Jan./Mar.
2000)--high (July/Oct. 2007)--high (Jan. ‘15--May
‘15) Cycle Progression is forming and also portends
a peak in 1Q/2Q 2015. The S+P 500 & Nasdaq 100
- Indices that most recently set new highs - form a
high (March 2000)--high (Oct. 2007)--high (May
2015) Cycle Progression at this exact time… an-
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So, a 2-year, a 7-year & a 17-Year ’Cycle Progression’ of declines beginning around mid-May all reach fruition in mid-May 2015.

Ides of May
Another form of ‘symmetry’ - or it could just be
viewed as a simple ‘annual cycle’ of sorts - reinforces this time frame. It involves the moves that
have been triggered in the middle of May…

However, there is another ’Cycle Progression’
- a higher multiple of the same 7-year ’Cycle Progression’ - that corroborates part of this expectation.

Two years ago, Stock Indices 2013 was published - in the first half of May - and explained why
an intermediate top was imminent… but that it
would be part of an overall advance into late-2013
and ultimately into late-2014.

If you look at the second half of that 5--6
month period (late-April--late-Sept. = 5 month period of greatest synergy; mid-to-late-July--lateSept./3Q would be the second half of that period),
there is even greater cyclic pressure - that adds in
the August--Oct. 1987 decline.

The Indices topped a few days later and entered a quick, sharp drop into late-June 2013. They
then resumed their advance and fulfilled expectations for an overall advance into late-2013 and ultimately into late-2014.

Simply put, the 3rd Quarter of the year (often
with follow-through into October) pinpoints this uncanny cycle. Sharp declines (30-40%) were seen in
3Q 2001 & 3Q 1987 - creating a reinforcing 14-year
’Cycle Progression’. That 14-year pattern comes
back into play in 3Q 2015.

Two years prior to that, Stock Indices peaked
in May (2011) and entered a more pronounced correction - the topic of the 11-Week Cycle Reports and suffered an overall ~6-month/~20% decline into
late-September (the precise type of move that is
currently projected by the 17-Year Cycle of Financial Crises - a 5--6 month/20% decline in May
through September).

At that time, a 2-year, a 7-year, a 14-Year AND
a 17-year ’Cycle Progression’ of declines in the 3rd
Quarter of the year - all will reach fruition in 3Q
2015. That creates some intriguing synergy.
But, it does not stop there!

They ultimately bottomed in early-Oct. 2011
and then resumed their developing bull market.

Prior to the 3Q 1987 decline (28 years earlier),
a related drop was seen in 3Q 1959 - lasting about
2 months (similar to 1987), although it was not as
sharp (about 10%). That created an overlapping 28
-year pattern that ALSO goes back to 1931 - when
the DJIA suffered a 45% drop between July-October (similar to 1987).

That 2-year pattern comes back into play in
May 2015 (May 2011--May 2013--May 2015) and
could trigger a related decline. However, there is
another ’Cycle Progression’ of larger magnitude…
portending the same thing. That is a 7-year pattern
that has been described for several years...

That would mean that sharp declines were
seen in 3Q 1931, 3Q 1959 & 3Q 1987 - creating
another corroborating 28-year ’Cycle Progression’.
That 28-year pattern comes back into play in 3Q
2015. The synergy keeps growing!

In May 2008, the Indices set a secondary high
and then plummeted into October - with the DJIA
losing ~40% in that 5--6 month period.
In May 2001, the Indices set a secondary high
and then plummeted into September - with the
DJIA losing ~30% in that ~5-month period.

SO... a 2-year, a 7-year, a 14-year, a 17-year
AND a 28-year ’Cycle Progression’ of declines in
the 3rd Quarter of the year - all reach fruition in 3Q
2015… as a new 40-Year Cycle begins.

That 7-year pattern comes back into play in
May 2015 (May 2001--May 2008--May 2015).

Could there be a pattern???
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Narrowing the Focus
As just discussed, a few Indices turned their
weekly trends down in April - providing an initial
‘sign of trouble’ as the Indices enter the more bearish, May--September period. That usually leads to
a 1--2 week reactive bounce and a corresponding 2
--4 week period of consolidation (before a breakdown to new lows).
One Index - the DJIA - has been following a 10
-week cycle that would allow it to rally back to its
highs leading into May 15th. It has an overlapping,
~7-week cycle that projects a peak for May 13-18th (see recent Weekly Re-Lays for more details).
While that is unfolding, most of the other Indices are expected to rebound to secondary highs.
One of those - the Russell 2000 - is corroborating
that potential and projecting a lower high for May 18
--20th. Since the mid-Oct. 2014 low, the Russell
has moved in 23--26 trading-day intervals (usually
equating to a 34--36 calendar-day interval).

INSIIDE Track Report

Following its Oct. 15th low, another low was
set on Nov. 19th followed by a move to the Dec.
29th high. The Dec. 29th high was followed by a 35day drop into Feb. 2nd. 36 days later, another low
was set on March 10th. And that was followed by a
36-day rally into its April 15th high. 34--36 days
later is May 18--20th and is the most likely time - in
the Russell 2000 - for a secondary peak.
That coincides with all these other timing indicators and pinpoints the date(s) when any remaining bullish factors will reach fruition (most of those
‘bullish’ factors are supporting ‘2’ or ‘b’ wave rebounds, not propelling rallies to new highs). So,
May 13--20th could see the final signs of resilience
and be quickly followed by capitulation.
Already, multiple factors are favoring a convincing decline into/through June 2015.
The
Weekly Re-Lay will continue to detail key levels to
watch on a short-term basis - including price targets
for these impending peaks - as INSIIDE Track publications update the bigger-picture analysis.
IT
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